
 

Ways of Destruction 

Oblivion Bolt 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery

The character reaches out his hand, unleashing a bolt of 

crackling darkness from his palm. Damage inflicted by this 

Feat manifests as sudden decay: Metal corrodes or rusts, 

while natural materials and flesh wither and rot. 

damage is equal to the character’s (Intelligence + 3)

is equal to (Channel x 10m). This Feat gains additional 

benefits as the character's Destiny increases. Each choice is 

a permanent upgrade to the Feat although

may learn the Feat multiple times to select differ

options. 

• At Destiny 3 the character may choose +1 Rate or 

+ 1 Damage. 

• At Destiny 4 the character may choose 

(4) or +2 Accuracy. 

• At Destiny 5 the character may choose +1 Rate or 

+1 Damage. 

• At Destiny 6 the character may choose +2 

Accuracy or to give the attack the Piercing 

attribute. 

• At Destiny 7 the character may choose +1 Rate or 

+1 Damage. 

• At Destiny 8 the character may choose +2 Def

or +2 Accuracy. 

• At Destiny 9 the character may choose +1 Rate, +1 

Damage or +1 Defence. 

• At Destiny 10 the character may choose +1 Rate, 

+1 Accuracy, +1 Damage or +1 Defence.
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character may choose +1 Rate, 

+1 Accuracy, +1 Damage or +1 Defence. 

 

 

Oblivion Swarm 

Cost: N/A Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3

Duration: Permanent Type

Keywords: Chaos  

Prerequisite Feats: Oblivion Bolt

Chaos spirits swarm over the targets of the 

Oblivion Bolts. This Feat is a permanent upgrade to Oblivion 

Bolt. The bolts continue to deal damage to the target on 

the following ticks. Each tick the target will take 1 

unsoakable Lethal damage. The effect lasts for (caster’s 

Occult -1) ticks. Oblivion Swarm only triggers if the target 

suffers unsoaked damage from the Oblivion Bolt. Damage 

from Oblivion Swarm may not exceed the unsoaked 

damage the target suffered from the original Oblivion Bolt. 

This effect does not “stack” 

Bolt will override any existing Oblivion Swarm effect.

Oblivion Unchained

Cost: +2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3

Duration: Permanent Type

Keywords: Chaos 

Prerequisite Feats: Oblivion Bolt

This is a permanent upgrade to the 

By paying 2 HR more the caster may cause their Oblivion 

Bolts to explode on impact, affecting an area equal to 

(Destiny x 1m). 

 

 

Oblivion Swarm Chill of the Void 

ANY CHANNEL 

MASTERY 

Wall of Fell Fire 

Circle of Fell Fire Curse of Immolation 

: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Type: Passive 

: Oblivion Bolt 

Chaos spirits swarm over the targets of the loremaster’s 

Oblivion Bolts. This Feat is a permanent upgrade to Oblivion 

Bolt. The bolts continue to deal damage to the target on 

the following ticks. Each tick the target will take 1 

unsoakable Lethal damage. The effect lasts for (caster’s 

ks. Oblivion Swarm only triggers if the target 

suffers unsoaked damage from the Oblivion Bolt. Damage 

from Oblivion Swarm may not exceed the unsoaked 

damage the target suffered from the original Oblivion Bolt. 

This effect does not “stack” – as each subsequent Oblivion 

Bolt will override any existing Oblivion Swarm effect. 

Oblivion Unchained 

: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Type: Passive 

: Oblivion Bolt 

This is a permanent upgrade to the caster’s Oblivion Bolt. 

By paying 2 HR more the caster may cause their Oblivion 

Bolts to explode on impact, affecting an area equal to 
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Unleashing the Void 

Cost N/A Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Permanent Type: Passive 

Keywords: Chaos  

Prerequisite Feats: Unleashing the Void 

This is a permanent upgrade to the loremaster’s 

Oblivion Bolt. Any target that is killed by the caster’s 

Oblivion Bolt explodes in a blaze of black fire. The 

diameter of the explosion is equal to the victim’s 

Destiny and inflicts damage equal to the caster’s 

Oblivion Bolt base damage, soaked normally. 

Secondary targets are not considered to be struck by 

the caster’s Oblivion Bolt for the purposes of follow 

on effects. 

 

Circle of Fell Fire 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery. 

A flickering miasma of Chaos spirits dances at the caster’s 

feet. Any time the caster is struck in close combat they may 

spend HR to inflict damage upon their attacker, equal 1L 

per 2 HR. This damage can only be soaked with natural 

soak. 

 

Wall of Fell Fire 

Cost: 2HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: 6 ticks/Destiny Type: Simple (-2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Circle of Fell Fire 

In an unmistakable demonstration of their mastery over the 

forces of Chaos, the hero throws her hands into the air, 

raising a curtain of crackling black flames. The adept 

commits a minimum of 2 HR and a maximum of (Destiny x 

2). Roll (Charisma + Channel). Each success allows the 

curtain of flame to be 1m long. It is the height of the caster 

and any being passing through it takes 1L unsoakable 

damage per 2 HR the caster spent. It is of note that this 

Feat does only cosmetic damage to inanimate objects 

around it. 

The start of the wall may be up (Channel x 5m) from the 

Adept. 

 

Curse of Immolation 

Cost: 2 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Circle of Fell Fire 

With a gesture, the Chaos Adept brings forth a screaming 

pillar of fire to consume an enemy up to (Channel x 10m) 

away. Roll (Charisma + Channel) as an attack that has a 

base damage of Destiny + 1L per 2 HR. The target continues 

to burn for 1L unsoakable damage on the caster’s 

subsequent actions until the victim spends a point of 

Willpower and an action to douse themselves. Every time 

Curse of Immolation deals damage, the caster regains 1 HR. 

Consume the Soul 

Cost: 2HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Curse of Immolation, Return to 

Oblivion 

The ultimate display of the Adept’s destructive potential. 

The caster summons a roiling, fiery mass of Chaos spirits 

around an enemy up to (Channel x 10m) away. The attack 

always hits and does 1L damage per 2 HR spent, up to the 

Adept’s (Destiny x 2) damage. This damage can only be 

soaked with natural soak. 

If Consume the Soul kills the victim the caster may pay 1 

WP to have it jump to another nearby target of the caster’s 

choosing. The next target must be within (Channel x 1m) 

and within the caster’s line of sight. This can continue until 

there are no more legal targets, or the Feat fails to kill the 

victim. 

Chill of the Void 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 1 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The adept is able to imbue to imbue their weapon with 

cold, black flames. Until their next action it gains +1 

Damage and +1 Overwhelm. If the caster’s Destiny is 4+, 

they may spend an extra 1 HR to apply this effect to the 

weapon of another. The target must be within (Channel x 

2m). This Feat does not allow the weapon to deal 

Aggravated damage to creatures of Order. 

 



Bite the Hand That Feeds 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Chill of the Void 

The caster makes a snatching motion with their hand in an 

attempt to corrupt an enemy’s weapon. The caster rolls 

(Manipulation + Channel) resisted by (Strength + 

Endurance). Success means that the opponent either drops 

the weapon or suffers unsoakable bashing damage equal to 

the caster’s Destiny as it twists and changes in their grasp. 

Return to Oblivion 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Bite the Hand That Feeds 

Chaos Adepts with this Feat are able to destroy the magical 

effects of Creation or Order Feats. The hero spends up to 

their (Manipulation + Occult) in HR. Each HR spent gives 1 

die to roll against the opposing effect, which has a DV equal 

to its caster’s (Destiny +1). In the event that this score is 

unknown, use 1 + the minimum Destiny required for that 

Feat. Success means that the opposing Feat ends 

immediately. 

This Feat may be used as a counter-attack against valid 

Feats when they are activated. Success means that the 

opposing Feat activates but has no effect. The cancelled 

Feat’s owner still pays the cost of their Feat and suffers DV 

penalties and any other restrictions just as if their Feat had 

worked. 

Return to Oblivion cannot be used to unravel effects caused 

by ritual magic, enchanted items, or other sorceries that 

are not Feats of Creation or Order. 

Ways of Entropy 

Graveside Melody 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Using a shout, song or poem, the character is able to 

remind all who hear that they are mortal. The character 

rolls (Charisma + Performance) against the MDV of all 

targets within (Destiny x 5m). Success fills the target with 

an overwhelming sense of dread. All of the victims’ actions 

are at -1 and their Courage is reduced by 1 (Minimum 1). 

The maximum number of targets is equal to the hero’s 

Conviction, or a single mob of up to (Conviction x 10) 

members. This Feat exerts unnatural mental influence. 

This Feat may be used in a social setting, in which case it 

loses the obvious keyword and requires 5 long ticks to 

implement. The performance, in this case, would be of a 

subtle and uncomfortable nature but the audience would 

not recognize that anything unnatural was happening. 

Lakiri’s Lament 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Graveside Melody 

Most of the Surayan tribes have a version of the story of 

Lakiri, a gypsy witch whose family was put to death before 

her eyes. Her shade, according to the myth, now haunts the 

dark places of the world, singing a dirge so mournful that all 

who hear it die from a crushing sadness. With this Feat the 

hero is able channel chaos spirits into an unnatural lament 

by rolling (Charisma + Performance) versus the target’s 

MDV. Success causes bashing damage equal to the 

(remaining successes + Destiny). This damage is soaked 
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with Courage. Lakiri’s Lament may affect up to the caster’s 

Destiny in targets, but all must be within (Destiny x 10m). 

Crippling Touch 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Crippling, Obvious, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

With a mere touch the hero is able to cause a victim’s 

muscles to temporarily age. The character rolls an attack 

using (Dexterity + Channel) against a target in melee range. 

Success inflicts a Wound Penalty on the target equal to 

(Threshold – target’s Courage) until the caster’s next action. 

The victim may ignore this effect by spending a point of 

Willpower. 

Wither 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Crippling, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Crippling Touch 

This terrible spell summons a ravenous swarm of chaos 

spirits to unnaturally age and decay a victim’s limb. The 

hero rolls (Charisma + Channel) against the target’s Dodge 

DV. Success reduces one of the target’s physical Attributes 

by 1 as the spirits wither the affected area. The range of 

this Feat is (Channel x 5m). A successful (Wits + Healing) roll 

as a miscellaneous action (Speed 6, -2 DV, Difficulty 2) will 

restore 1 point to a lost Attribute, otherwise the lost points 

return at the end of the scene. Reducing an Attribute to 0 

renders the target inactive until at least one point is 

restored. 

Fever Dreams 

Cost: 3 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Indefinite Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Crippling, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Wither 

The mind is just as subject to decay and entropy as the 

body. A gentle touch from the character causes whispering 

spirits to eat away at a victim’s sanity. The hero must roll 

(Manipulation + Channel) against the target’s MDV. Success 

causes the loss of 1 point from a Mental Attribute. 

Reducing a target to 0 in any mental attribute renders them 

into an inactive vegetable state. 

Points lost to Fever Dreams do not return by themselves. 

They must be healed with an (Intelligence + Healing) roll 

with a difficulty equal to the hero’s Channel. Success 

restores all lost points but requires at least 8 hours of 

treatment. Alternatively, some Feats may restore lost 

Attributes immediately. 

Malaise 

Cost: 1 HR, 2 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Varies Type: Dramatic Action (1 hour) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Sickness, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Wither 

The caster is able to inflict a terrible and unnatural 

depression upon her victim. The subject, faced with the 

fearsome burden of his own mortality and the inevitability 

of death, begins to lose energy and motivation. This 

depression is a Sickness with the following properties: 

Morbidity and Treatment are equal to the caster’s Destiny, 

Treated Morbidity is the hero’s (Destiny -2), Magnitude is 

equal to the HR spent on the Feat up to the caster’s 

(Manipulation + Channel), and the interval is 1 day. 

To invoke this Feat, the caster spends the required HR, 

touches the victim, and rolls (Manipulation + Healing). 

Successes on this roll become the Virulence of the Sickness. 

If the subject contracts the disease they lose 1 point of 

temporary Willpower immediately and then another point 

each Interval. A character that is reduced to 0 temporary 

Willpower under the effects of Malaise will stop eating and 

become unresponsive to stimuli without a Conviction 

check. 

Corrupt the Mundane 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

By summoning a simple demon, the caster is able to hasten 

the natural decay of mundane items. This Feat allows the 

hero to affect a single non-magical item, weighing no more 

than their Destiny in kilograms, as if it had aged several 

hundred years. Natural products like food or leather will be 

decompose to dust, metal will tarnish and corrode, stone 

will weather and crack. The range on this Feat is (Channel x 

5m). The target object must be an inanimate object and not 

held or carried by a living creature – the chair in use by a 

belligerent mercenary is a valid target but his armour or 

weapons are not. 

An adept with Destiny 4+ may double the weight for an 

additional 1 HR, and a Destiny of 6+ doubles it again for 

another 1 HR. 

 

 



Putrescence 

Cost: 4 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3, Healing 2 

Duration: Until next action Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious, Sickness 

Prerequisite Feats: Corrupt the Mundane 

Chaos spirits infest a target’s wounds, causing them to rot 

and fester as if they had contracted an infection. The effect 

is incredibly painful, though short-lived. The hero rolls 

(Manipulation + Healing) resisted by the target’s (Stamina + 

Endurance). Success causes all Wound Penalties suffered by 

the target to be doubled until the caster’s next action. In 

addition the victim may not be magically healed until the 

effect expires. 

Salt the Earth 

Cost: 1 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4, 

Healing 3 

Duration: Indefinite Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Sickness 

Prerequisite Feats: Putrescence 

Feared by healers and its victims alike, Salt the Earth inflicts 

a powerful curse upon a subject. Their wounds fester, 

resisting treatment and taking far longer to heal than 

normal. The adept rolls (Manipulation + Healing) against 

the target’s (Stamina + Endurance). Success changes 

Bashing or Lethal damage already inflicted on the target to 

become aggravated, at a rate of 1 Health Level per 1 HR. 

Additionally, any treatment of the target’s injuries is made 

at +2 Difficulty. 

 

 

 

Degradation 

Cost: 3 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Until next action Type: Simple (Speed 6, -2 

DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Putrescence 

This Feat summons a boiling mass of chaos spirits from the 

Umbra. The spirits swarm from the ground beneath the 

victims’ feet, eating away at their armour and flesh. The 

caster pays 3 HR per target, with a maximum number of 

targets equal to their Destiny. The hero rolls (Manipulation 

+ Channel) and compares it to each target’s Stamina. Each 

affected victim loses Bashing and Lethal Soak equal to the 

hero’s Destiny + 1. Degradation strips away armour soak 

first, then natural soak and the effect lasts until the caster’s 

next action. 

The range of the Feat is (Channel x 5m) and each victim 

must be within (Channel x 2m) of the target point. 

Ways of Influence 

Befuddle 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

A demon’s whisper can cloud even the sharpest mind, 

reducing their plans to flights of fancy and bubbles of  

fevered dream. This Feat enhances a social attack, 

rendering the target’s SDV inapplicable. They may still 

resort to MDV if the situation warrants it. 
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Curse of Chaotic Tongues 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Befuddle 

Spirits of change and decay reduce the target’s carefully 

chosen words to gibberish as words and ideas collide within 

their mind, smashing into particles of inspiration and 

shattered reflections of an altered reality. This Feat gives an 

external penalty of -1 per 1 HR, up to the hero’s Occult, to 

an influence attempt made by the target. 

Veiled Intentions 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Curse of Chaotic Tongues 

By summoning a web of chaos spirits, a lore-master is able 

to hide their intentions behind a veil of confusing rhetoric. 

This Feat enhances an attempt at influence, doubling any 

successes remaining after the target’s DV has been applied. 

Unfettered Mind 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

By parting the veil of this static reality and opening his mind 

to the demon dream, a lore-master can gain insights 

beyond mortal ken. For each 1 HR spent, the hero may gain 

1 point of Intelligence. The hero may not gain more than his 

Destiny, and the normal limits for adding dice to a pool still 

apply. The effect expires at the end of the tick, or at the 

end of a dramatic action. Extended dramatic actions may 

require the hero to reapply this Feat, at the Storyteller’s 

discretion. If the hero possesses a Destiny of 4+, they may 

pay an extra 2 HR to cast this effect on another, although 

this makes the Feat obvious and requires the lore-master to 

touch the subject. 

Mirror of Madness 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Carathan legends tell of a mirror, inhabited by demons, 

that can strip away the inhibitions and morality of any who 

gaze into its depths. It is said that any that do so are driven 

insane, but the lore-masters of the Chaos cabals know 

otherwise. For each 1 HR spent, the hero may gain 1 point 

of Manipulation. Limits and duration are exactly the same 

as for Unfettered Mind, including the ability to cast the Feat 

on others. 

Haunting Visage 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

A lore-master knows that sanity is only an illusion – a fragile 

construct that can be broken and reshaped at will. 

Haunting Visage allows the hero to bend the target’s 

perception, appearing as whatever the victim fears the 

most. The character rolls (Manipulation + [Lore or Occult]) 

against the target’s Courage. Success means that the target 

may not attack or act against the hero without spending 

Willpower. Even if they do so, they will act at -2 to actions 

and -1 DV. Haunting Visage is unnatural influence. 

Fractured Allure 

Cost: 8 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Haunting Visage 

Fractured Allure calls a chaos spirit to reshape the lore-

master’s reality, transforming her into an idealized form of 

otherworldly beauty, tinged with insanity. The character 

may add her Destiny to her Appearance for the duration of 

the Feat. This is not an illusion, but an altered reality made 

manifest through the will of a demon. 

Additionally, the hero exudes a dangerously seductive aura. 

Anyone interacting with the character must make a 

Temperance check to act against her interests. Anyone who 

fails the roll is completely smitten and finds the lore-master 

to be overwhelmingly desirable, regardless of their normal 

preferences. Attempts by the character to seduce such a 

person are automatically successful, but hostile acts against 

the target will break the effect. 

Those with a Destiny score higher than that of the hero gain 

a bonus to this check equal to the difference. The seduction 

effect counts as unnatural mental influence, and has no 

effect on anyone who is already in combat with the hero. 

Whispered Paranoia 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: varies Type: Dramatic Action (5 long ticks) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Haunting Visage 

By caressing a victim’s mind with the touch of a demon’s 

dream, the lore-master may plant seeds of doubt in the 



faithful and erode trust in favor of treachery. A simple 

conversation allows the character to roll (Manipulation + 

Subterfuge) against the target’s Conviction. Success causes 

the subject to become suspicious and hostile toward 

whatever or whomever the hero wishes. This feeling of 

paranoia lasts for a number of hours equal to the threshold 

of success. 

If the lore-master’s Destiny is 5+ then this effect lasts for 

days instead of hours. This effect is unnatural mental 

influence. 

Ways of Summoning 

Call the Waking Dreamer 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3, 

Occult 3 

Duration: varies Type: Simple (Speed 6, -3 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

The lore-master may temporarily open a wound in the skin 

of reality, allowing a demonic entity passage into Mundus. 

This Feat summons a demon under the control of the hero. 

The power to be gained from such an act is substantial but 

the cost is high, and many Magisters have found 

themselves undone by their own hubris. 

The demon bursts into reality at the end of the tick in which 

this Feat is activated and makes a Join Battle roll to 

determine when it acts next. Each action the demon takes 

costs the caster 1 Willpower or 1 level of Arcane damage. If 

the lore-master is unable or unwilling to pay this cost, the 

demon vanishes as rapidly as it appeared. A summoned 

demon may take no more actions than the caster’s Destiny 

before it returns to its own insane plane of existence. 

The demon has the statistics of a Waking Dreamer demon 

(end of this section). 

Call the Shadowed Jester 

Cost: 10 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 4, 

Occult 4 

Duration: varies Type: Simple (Speed 6, -3 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Call the Waking Dreamer 

Not all Chaos spirits are malicious imps or broken 

reflections of reality. Some are intelligent and devious, 

twisted beyond any human perception of morality or 

sanity. 

This Feat functions exactly as Call of the Waking Dreamer 

except that it summons a Shadowed Jester demon 

(statistics found at the end of this section), an entity of 

greater power than the previous Feat. 

Call the Lord of Change 

Cost: 15 HR, 2 WP Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 5, 

Occult 5 

Duration: varies Type: Simple (Speed 6, -3 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Call the Shadowed Jester 

A Lord of Change is a potent force of Chaos and every 

incidence of their appearance on Mundus has heralded 
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destruction and misery. Only the most powerful lore-

masters dare summon such an entity, and then only in the 

direst of circumstances. 

This Feat functions exactly as Call of the Waking Dreamer 

except that it summons a Lord of Change demon (statistics 

found at the end of this section). Lords of Change cost 1 

Willpower or 1 Aggravated damage per action, instead of 

Arcane, such is the damage to reality that their presence 

causes. 

Nefarious Pact 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3, Lore 2 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Call the Waking Dreamer 

The lore-master is able to share in a summoned demon’s 

reality, basking in the change it inflicts upon the mundane 

world. Each time the caster’s summoned demon inflicts 

unsoaked damage the caster regains 3 HR. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Psychosomatic Bond 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3, Lore 3 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Nefarious Pact 

The caster twists reality to create a physical bind with a 

summoned demon. Each time the caster suffers unsoaked 

Bashing or Lethal damage they may transfer some or all of 

the damage to the demon instead. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Mirrored Souls 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4, Lore 4 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Psychosomatic Bond 

Some lore-masters will take part of a summoned demon’s 

essence, retaining it within their soul to better share in the 

twisted reality and perceptions of the Chaos entity. This 

Feat allows the hero to treat the summoned demon’s pool 

of Heroic Reserves as an extension of her own. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Claws of the Rending Dream 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3, Lore 2 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Call the Waking Dreamer 

Chaos spirits must fight for survival. Every moment of their 

existence is a struggle against sanity and order, and against 

others of their kind. The caster’s summoned demon has 

survived by growing spectral claws that allow its Unarmed 

attacks to inflict Lethal damage. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

 

Manic Assault 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3, Lore 3 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Claws of the Rending Dream 

There are few things in all of Mundus that compare to the 

frenzied assault of a Chaos spirit. The summoned demon’s 

Unarmed attacks have +1 Rate and -1 Speed. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Irrational Armour 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 5, Destiny 4, Lore 4 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Manic Assault 

A demon’s flickering and fractured reality can make it hard 

to damage in the physical realm. Improbably shaped plates 

of armour, bony protrusions and patches of hard scale 

shimmer and change position over the entity’s form. The 

demon gains +1 Lethal and Bashing armor soak per 2 HR 

the caster commits. The maximum bonus to the demon’s 

Soak is equal to the lore-master’s Destiny. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 



activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Psychosis 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3, Lore 2 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Call the Waking Dreamer 

The demon’s madness is such that its strikes are delivered 

with a punishing strength. The summoned entity gains a 

Feat similar to Brutal Strikes (Battle, Melee Prowess) that 

can be used with its Unarmed attacks. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

 

 

The Face of Madness 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3, Lore 3 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: Psychosis 

Some Chaos spirits relish the taste of fear, and the chaos 

that results from pure terror. This entity gains the Feat 

Haunting Visage (Chaos, Ways of Influence) that can be 

used reflexively. 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Demented Howl 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3, Lore 3 

Duration: varies Type: Special 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo (Special) 

Prerequisite Feats: The Face of Madness 

The pain of being confined to this static world is too much 

for some spirits and their insane howls of agony can kill as 

easily as their claws. A summoned entity gains the Feat 

Lakiri’s Lament (Chaos, Ways of Entropy). 

This is a special Feat that enhances an entity  summoned 

with Call of the Waking Dreamer, et al, and may only be 

activated in the same tick as the summoning Feat. The cost 

is paid as part of the summoning. 

Gallery of Insanity 

Waking Dreamer 

Attributes: Strength 4 Dexterity 3 Stamina 4 Wits 3 

Rest 2 

Abilities: Unarmed 3 Dodge 3 Athletics 3 Alertness 3 

Channel 2 Occult 2 Performance 2 Subterfuge 3 

Stealth 2 Rest 1 

Attacks: Fist (Speed 5, Accuracy 6, Damage +4B) 

Parry DV: 3 Dodge DV: 3 Join Battle: 6 

Soak (L/B): 2/6Destiny: 2 Willpower: 3 HR: 14 

Feats: First Unarmed Mastery, Third Unarmed 

Mastery, Second Dodge Mastery 

Shadowed Jester 

Attributes: Strength 5 Dexterity 4 Stamina 4 Wits 4 

Manipulation 3 Rest 2 

Abilities: Unarmed 4 Dodge 4 Athletics 5 Alertness 4 

Channel 2 Occult 2 Performance 4 Subterfuge 3 

Stealth 4 Rest 1 

Attacks: Fist (Speed 5, Accuracy 8, Damage +5B) 

Parry DV: 4 Dodge DV: 4 Join Battle: 8 

Soak (L/B): 2/6 

Destiny: 3 Willpower: 5 HR: 21 

Feats: First Unarmed Mastery, Second Dodge 

Mastery, Second Stealth Mastery, Striking Serpent, 

Sun on Water 

Lord of Change 

Attributes: Strength 3 Dexterity 4 Stamina 7 Wits 4 

Manipulation 4 Rest 3 

Abilities: Unarmed 4 Dodge 5 Athletics 3 Alertness 5 

Channel 4 Occult 4 Rest 2 

Attacks: Fist (Speed 5, Accuracy 8, Damage +3B) 

Parry DV: 4 Dodge DV: 5 Join Battle: 9 

Soak (L/B): 5/9 

Destiny: 4 Willpower: 7 HR: 28 

Feats: First Unarmed Mastery, Second Dodge 

Mastery, First Channel Mastery, Third Channel 

Mastery, Oblivion Bolt, Circle of Fell Fire, Return to 

Oblivion 

 

 

 



Ways of Divining 

Shards of Now 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

By peering into the murky mists of someone’s future, the 

lore-master can predict their failures and successes. This 

Feat is used to add dice to someone else’s pool for a single 

action, at a rate of 1 per 2 HR spent. Normal limits apply, 

such that the target’s total bonus dice may not be more 

than their Attribute + Ability. Furthermore, the caster may 

not contribute more dice than their own ([Linguistics or 

Presence] + Destiny), as they must be able to communicate 

with the target. 

Misdirecting Hallucinations 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Shards of Now 

Some Adepts of Chaos take a perverse delight in sowing 

doubt and discord. This Feat summons a whispering demon 

to show the target the myriad ways they may fail in their 

current task. The lore-master may reduce a subject’s pool 

or an action by 1 per 1 HR spent. The pool may not be 

reduced below the target’s Destiny and the maximum 

reduction is the caster’s ([Linguistics or Subterfuge] + 

Destiny). Misdirecting Hallucinations counts as unnatural 

influence, and the maximum range is (Channel x 10m). 

 

Fevered Inquiry 

Cost: 6 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 2, Lore 2, Destiny 

2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (Speed 5, -2 DV) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Casting about in the shifting depths of a demon’s insanity is 

a dangerous task, but a careful lore-master may be 

rewarded with a vision of what will be, or what may never 

come to pass. The hero rolls (Perception + Lore) to glimpse 

the outcome of an action. The difficulty of this roll is based 

on how far removed the caster is from the action. Divining 

the result of drinking an unknown potion may require 1 or 

2 successes, whilst scrying the outcome of a battle the 

caster is not personally involved in should require 4 or 5. 

Chaos spirits cannot show outcomes beyond, roughly, an 

hour past the action in question. 

The Battle That Never Was 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Lore 3, Destiny 

3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (5 long ticks) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Obvious, War 

Prerequisite Feats: Fevered Inquiry 

Chaos spirits are drawn to large battles and the change 

they bring. By extending her senses, the lore-master is able 

to overlay her sight with a shifting vision of all the 

possibilities on the battlefield. She gains a sense of what 

tactics will work and what will fail, and a grasp of how the 

enemy will react. Each 5 HR committed to this Feat grants 

the army leader an automatic success on all rolls to lead his 

forces, for as long as he is able to communicate with the 

caster. While active, however, the lore-master’s actions 

suffer an internal penalty equal to this bonus. 
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Spirit Mirror 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Channel 2, Occult 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Channel Mastery 

Spirits cannot hide from the lore-masters. Spirits such as 

demons, ghosts and elementals may move through the 

world in dematerialized form, completely hidden from all 

observers. This Feat lets the character see dematerialized 

creatures in a reflective surface, such as a mirror or 

polished sword. It makes dematerialized creatures within 

the normal range of the character’s sight valid targets for 

the character’s Alertness actions, including reflexive 

Alertness actions. (Spirit Detecting Glance, p.221) 

Fortune’s Kiss 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Spirit Mirror 

Fortune favors those with the courage and will to take 

action when opportunity presents itself. A demon spirit 

may remove inhibitions, allowing the hero to grasp 

opportunities others would not see. For each 1 HR spent, 

the hero may gain 1 point in Wits. The hero may not gain 

more than his Destiny, and the normal limits for adding dice 

to a pool still apply. The effect expires at the end of the 

tick, or at the end of a dramatic action. Extended dramatic 

actions may require the hero to reapply this Feat, at the 

Storyteller’s discretion. If the hero possesses a Destiny of 

4+, they may pay an extra 2 HR to cast this effect on 

another, although this makes the Feat obvious and requires 

the lore-master to touch the subject. 

Eyes of 1000 Stars 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Channel 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Touch 

Prerequisite Feats: Fortune’s Kiss 

Demons see the world through a lens as old as the stars in 

the sky. This Feat allows the lore-master to gain a measure 

of their insane sight, perceiving the world both as it is, and 

as it could be. For each 1 HR spent, the hero may gain 1 

point in Perception. This Feat functions the same as 

Fortune’s Kiss, including limits and the ability to cast on 

others. 

 

The Secret Messenger 

Cost: 6 HR Requires: Channel 3, Occult 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (2 long ticks) 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: Spirit Mirror 

The Chaos cabals of the Carathan Empire have practiced in 

secret for thousands of years. To escape persecution – and 

certain execution – for heresy, they have developed 

methods of communicating in plain sight. This Feat imbeds 

a demon into a written work. The chaos spirit allows a 

concealed message to be conveyed that can only be 

perceived by the intended recipient. 

The concealed message may contain natural or unnatural 

influence, if the caster has the means to do so. If so, the 

influence is an attempted surprise attack. Add the author’s 

Linguistics as automatic successes to the roll to take the 

target by surprise. (Letter-within-a-letter Technique, p.232) 

Twisted Words 

Cost: 6 HR, 1 WP Requires: Channel 4, Occult 5, 

Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Chaos, Combo, Influence, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: The Secret Messenger 

The cadences of a lore-master’s language are subtly 

compelling. This Feat supplements a written attempt to 

compel or deceive others. It makes the persuasion attempt 

involved unnatural. The player rolls (Manipulation + an 

appropriate social Ability). This effects a compulsion or 

illusion on anyone who reads the written text and whose 

MDV the successes exceed. The target must spend 3 

Willpower to resist this effect or become committed to the 

intention or belief the hero wishes to instill. If the target 

does not spend the 3 Willpower, the influence lasts until 

the target breaks the commitment and costs one Willpower 

per scene to resist.  

This Feat loses effectiveness with repeated use. Increase 

the target’s MDV by 3 if Twisted Words or a similar Feat has 

been used on the target this story. (Twisted Words 

Technique, p. 234) 


